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Chapter 431: I Can Only Punish Her 

Bai Yingzhu’s face flushed red from Xiao Ning’s words. 

Gritting her teeth, she turned around and reminded Zhang Fan, “Senior Brother, remember everything 

that Xiao Ning said just now! Remember it! She personally admitted that she had done disgusting things! 

It’s not the first time that she has laid her hands on me! If I remember correctly, Article 132 of the 

school rules clearly states that students can’t use insulting terms and actions between classmates… She 

actually made me eat pig food and wanted to kick me into a pig dung pit? She must be punished today!” 

Bai Yingluo shrieked. 

That exasperated voice reverberated in the room and was especially piercing. 

In the very next second, a dark and cold voice overshadowed her sharp accusation until it lost all its 

presence. 

“Who is it that wants to punish my Little Lemon?” 

The man pushed open the door lazily. 

His voice was as if it was soaked in ice. His entire person was filled with coldness and indifference. It was 

a coldness that made people afraid of approaching him. 

Bai Yingzhu said, “Little Uncle!” 

Xiao Ning said, “Little Uncle!” 

Zhang Fan said, “You… Who are you?” 

“Xiao Ning’s relative.” Bai Yeyuan said coldly. 

He strode towards Xiao Ning with his long legs. Every step he took brought with it an incomparable 

pressure and the dignity of a superior. 

Zhang Fan’s legs started to sway uncontrollably. 

He was just a student chairman. How would he have the chance to meet such a big boss usually? 

Also, didn’t Xiao Ning say just now that her parents were far away in Qing Cheng? 

This… 

Why did her relatives descend from the sky before she called them? 

At this moment, Xiao Ning’s astonishment was definitely not inferior to Zhang Fan’s. 

She watched as Bai Yeyuan walked towards her. 

Her small heart beat non-stop. 

What reverberated in her mind was a certain night before school reopened. Bai Yeyuan bullied her on 

the bed and emphasized every word in her ear. 



“Little Lemon, since you’re in university, you have to study obediently. There are two rules that you 

can’t break. Firstly, you can’t approach men. Secondly, you can’t fight. Otherwise… the price is… You 

understand right… Hmm?” 

Bai Yeyuan’s meaningful voice echoed in her ears. 

Remembering his usual punishment for her, her legs went soft. 

She definitely didn’t break the first rule. 

But… was bullying Bai Yingzhu considered committing the second crime? 

Furthermore, Bai Yingzhu was the Bai family’s little princess. Was he here to support her? 

Thinking about this, Xiao Ning bit her lips tightly and was speechless. 

Seeing that the situation was about to lose control, Zhang Fan was afraid that Director Zhao would find 

out that he wasn’t doing his job well and punish him. 

He hurriedly withstood the heavy pressure and said with a trembling voice, “This… Sir, if you’re Xiao 

Ning’s relative, that’s… that’s for the best. I believe that you already know that Xiao Ning bullied Bai 

Yingzhu in school. We’re about to punish her. I hope that you can educate her well at home. Otherwise, 

our punishment will lose its meaning…” 

“Who gave you the right to punish her?” Bai Yeyuan stood behind Xiao Ning and spoke coldly. His aura 

was incomparably cold. “Only I can punish her.” 

Once her voice fell, Xiao Ning couldn’t help but shiver. 

She was done for. 

It seemed that her guess was close. 

Bai Yeyuan’s favorite words were that she could only be punished by him. 

In other words, he came to school today to punish her personally. 

That’s right. Wasn’t it obvious? She was just the Bai family’s in-law, while Bai Yingzhu was the real little 

princess of the Bai family. Their surnames were both Bai… 

If she wasn’t desperate, why would she think of looking for him to come to school? 

Chapter 432: Slap Yourself! 

Xiao Ning had called Bai Yeyuan for help previously because she wanted to save Gu Qiqi. 

But now that she had broken the school rules, the matter of her punishing Bai Yingzhu had also been 

exposed. Let alone helping her save Qiqi, it would be considered light if Bai Yeyuan didn’t kill her. 

What should they do? 

She wasn’t afraid of the school’s punishment. 

She was more afraid of Bai Yueyuan’s punishment, okay? 



Zhang Fan was also taken aback. 

Did this big boss mean that… he would bring Xiao Ning home to be punished? 

This… He couldn’t make the decision. He had to see if Director Zhao and Bai Yingzhu were satisfied. 

He glanced at Bai Yingzhu. 

A trace of smugness appeared on Bai Ying’s face. She smiled lightly and said, “Little Uncle, you’re the 

best to me. I knew that you dote on me the most. That b*tch Xiao Ning is in the way in school every day. 

I’ve wanted you to drive her out for a long time. Is this b*tch fit to attend classes with me in the same 

school?” 

Suddenly. 

A cold glint flashed across Bai Yeyuan’s eyes. 

“B*tch?” His voice was slightly cold. 

“Ahem, that’s right. She’s just a b*tch…” 

Bai Yeyuan’s expression was cold. “Slap her.” 

Bai Yingzhu was excited. “Little Uncle, do you want me to slap that little b*tch Xiao Ning?” 

That’s great! 

Fortunately, she had listened to Auntie Mori’s analysis and guessed that her unlucky night with the 

needle was all because of Gu Qiqi. 

Xiao Ning was Gu Qiqi’s capable partner. After taking care of Xiao Ning, Gu Qiqi would lose her 

important pillar of support and be alone and helpless. 

Furthermore, she had long been unhappy with Xiao Ning! 

Hehe… 

Bai Ying looked up proudly and strode towards Xiao Ning. 

Xiao Ning’s pupils shrank. 

A trace of pain flashed in the depths of his eyes. 

Little Uncle, are you not just personally torturing me? Are you going to let someone else humiliate me as 

well? 

Is this for real?! 

Was he going to let Bai Yingzhu slap her?! 

Her breathing tightened and she clenched her fists tightly. Her fingernails were slightly bent inward from 

the force, and her cherry lips trembled slightly from disappointment and pain. 

Just as Bai Ying walked over excitedly and raised her hand… 



Bai Yeyuan said in an extremely cold voice, “You don’t even understand me? I want you to slap your own 

mouth!” 

Bai Yingzhu was stunned. 

She nearly didn’t react. 

What? 

Little Uncle wanted her to… slap her own mouth? 

Her mouth pouted and she nearly cried. “Little Uncle, did you make a mistake?” 

“Slap yourself once. Cut the crap.” 

“Little Uncle, it’s that little b*tch Xiao Ning who made me eat pig food!” 

“Twice.” 

“Little Uncle, if you don’t believe me, you can ask the school, ask our student chairman, ask, ask Head 

Feng Ji…” 

“Three times.” 

Bai Yeyuan was unmoved and counted coldly. 

The more Bai Yingzhu defended herself, the colder his gaze became. 

Furthermore, as her explanations increased, the number that he spat out also increased. 

Bai Ying was dumbfounded! 

She finally realized that her uncle wasn’t joking with her! 

He was really angry. 

He wanted her to slap her own mouth! 

Furthermore, if she dared to retort again, she would only have to slap her mouth more! 

Bai Yingzhu’s entire body trembled. She was almost in disbelief. 

Little Uncle was the head of the family and meant what he said. Even her parents had to be respectful in 

front of Little Uncle. How would she dare to talk back to Little Uncle? 

Did she not want her status in the Bai family anymore? 

Did she not want to spend money like dirt anymore? 

Did she not want her identity as the little princess of the Bai family anymore? 

All of these could be erased with a word from Bai Yeyuan. 

Bai Yingzhu gnashed her teeth. With tears in her eyes, she withdrew her hand that was about to hit Xiao 

Ning. 



Trembling, she slapped herself! 

Bam! 

Bam! 

Bam! 

Three times. 

Not one less. 

Chapter 433: Why Did You Hit Me? 

She watched as Bai Yingzhu went from smug to defeated. In the end, she had no choice but to slap her 

own small face. 

Zhang Fan, who was watching from the sidelines, felt like he was about to collapse! 

Wasn’t this man here to support Bai Yingzhu? 

Why was she so ruthless to Bai Yingzhu? 

No, wait. Xiao Ning seemed to be very familiar with this person too? 

Damn it! They were family? Who exactly was he supporting? 

He was dumbfounded. 

Xiao Ning was even more dumbfounded. 

It turned out that Bai Yeyuan didn’t ask her to slap her. Instead… he was here to support her, right? 

A strange feeling suddenly arose in her heart. 

It was as if the most despondent person had obtained a chance at life. 

Or perhaps, she was like a person who obtained a drop of water when he was about to die of thirst after 

running in the endless desert. 

Xiao Ning’s heart beat rapidly and was about to jump out of her throat. 

She looked at Bai Yeyuan with hazy eyes. 

She couldn’t tell anything from this man’s usually cold face. 

After Bai Yingzhu’s three slaps, her face was already covered in tears. 

When had the arrogant little princess suffered such injustice? 

As she sobbed, she couldn’t help but ask Bai Yeyuan, “Little Uncle, why did you make me hit myself? 

What did I do wrong?” 

Why? 

Xiao Ning was also very nervous and wanted to know why. 



Her small hands clenched tightly. She was afraid and looked forward to that answer. 

Bai Yeyuan was silent for a moment before he said coldly, “In the future, whenever I hear you say the 

word ‘lowly’ to her, I’ll hit her once. Understand?” 

“I… I understand…” Bai Yingzhu shivered. 

Bai Yeyuan’s gaze was too terrifying. 

It was as if she was silently saying, “If you dare to bully Xiao Ning again, wait for me to take care of you.” 

But in fact, it was clearly Xiao Ning who was bullying her! 

After Bai Yeyuan finished speaking, he pulled Xiao Ning’s hand up very naturally. “Be good. Let’s go 

home.” 

Xiao Ning’s small hand shrank slightly and she struggled for a while. 

She felt Bai Yingzhu and Zhang Fan staring intently at her. 

If she shook her hand at this moment… it would cause more suspicion, right? 

On the other hand, it was more normal to let him hold her hand. Wasn’t it normal to hold hands with 

close acquaintances? 

Zhang Fan watched as Bai Yeyuan took Xiao Ning away. 

Only then did she realize that he would be unable to explain himself. 

He took two steps forward. “That… Mr…. Mr. Bai, please hold on! You can’t take Xiao Ning away. We 

haven’t finished dealing with her yet. Her punishment…” 

Before he could finish speaking… 

Bai Yeyuan suddenly said in the domineering tone of a superior. “I said before that I can only punish 

her!” 

Zhang Fan was so shocked that he couldn’t breathe. He forced himself to say a few intermittent words. 

“Yes… You said it before… But this is really against the rules, Mr. Bai. Our school’s rule book has 132 

rules—” 

Bai Yeyuan laughed coldly. “Your rules are your business. But between Bai Yingzhu and Xiao Ning, it’s 

our Bai family’s business. Don’t try to interfere.” 

Zhang Fan was speechless. In front of this cold man, he wasn’t his match at all. 

There was no way to refute that at all! 

Bai Yingzhu was speechless. 

Wuwuwuwu, in the future, she could only scold that little b*tch in her heart… 

Bai Yeyuan left with Xiao Ning without the slightest hesitation. 

In the corridor. 



They bumped into Gong Jue. 

The moment their gazes met, the two men with powerful auras nodded slightly. 

“Master Jue.” 

“Yes.” 

“I’m here to handle a disobedient child. Master Jue, what are you doing?” 

“The same.” 

They understood each other and exchanged looks. Without saying a word, they parted ways. 

Xiao Ning looked at Gong Jue curiously. 

She listened to their concise conversation. 

She couldn’t help but think to herself, other than her and Qiqi, who else made a mistake? 

Chapter 434: I Have The Right, Don’t I?! 

Xiao Ning stole a few more looks at Gong Jue. She kept feeling that something was wrong. 

Had she seen this man somewhere before? 

No. 

This man was so noble and cold. He even had that bit of wild coldness compared to the reserved Bai 

Yeyuan. 

He should be an influential figure, right? 

How could she and Qiqi know such a person? 

Then, he wasn’t here to save Qiqi. Sigh. 

“Are other men that good-looking? Hmm? Little Lemon, it seems that you’ve forgotten the first rule.” 

Bai Ye’s cold and teasing voice rang in her ears. 

Xiao Ning’s thoughts were immediately pulled back. 

Xiao Ning withdrew her gaze and said with a slight panic, “No, no. I’m not looking at anyone else. Little 

Uncle, thank you… for today!” 

Thank you for helping me out and supporting me. 

Thank you for believing that I didn’t bully Bai Yingzhu. 

Thank you… for standing by my side unconditionally. 

As long as she thought of Bai Yinghu’s despairing, jealous, and sobbing face, she felt that even if she 

went back and was “punished” by her uncle, what happened today would only be worth it. 

How much of a slap was that to Bai Yingzhu’s face? 



It was too good. 

But in the very next second… 

Bai Yeyuan curved his lips into a smile. “I don’t like people saying thank you verbally. I prefer actions.” 

Actions?! 

Xiao Ning bit her lips and didn’t know how to answer. 

Fortunately, Bai Yeyuan was in a good mood. He didn’t need her answer and could entertain himself. 

“However, if it’s you, I can consider it even if you thank me verbally. Oh, using… your mouth isn’t bad 

either…” 

Xiao Ning’s small face flushed red. 

What a mouth! This old pervert! Wasn’t he afraid of going too far? 

How evil. 

== 

In the discipline office. 

Director Zhao directly expelled Gu Qiqi as her punishment. 

“Are you the principal? You want me to withdraw from school?” Gu Qiqi laughed instead of getting 

angry. She looked at him coldly. 

Director Zhao slammed the table. “Who cares about the principal? The disciplinary office has the final 

say in a student breaking the rules!” 

Seeing that the two of them were arguing again, Mu Liuchuan had a splitting headache. He wanted to go 

up and dissuade them, but unfortunately, neither side listened to him. 

This young business elite—who had always been at ease and in high spirits in the business world—was 

actually at a loss for words for a moment. 

At this moment, he really wanted to blame Gu Qiqi. 

Why was she so stubborn? Why didn’t she know how to be more flexible? 

Regardless of whether she had violated the rules or not, she had to lower her head and admit her 

mistake first! 

He had already tried his best to speak up for her. Why didn’t she cooperate? 

Amidst his complaints, suddenly— 

“Who cares about me? I want to know what my place is too!” 

The door was pushed open again. 

The old principal barged in angrily and glared at him. 



Mu Liuchuan’s eyes lit up. What a life-saving straw to clutch at! 

“Principal…” Relying on his status as an outstanding graduate, he was once a famous figure in school. He 

greeted the principal politely. 

Unfortunately, the truth slapped him ruthlessly once more. 

The old principal didn’t have the time to care about him. 

Instead, he walked straight to Gu Qiqi and said cordially, “Classmate Qiqi, I’ve let you suffer. Don’t 

worry, our Imperial Medical University has a strict school policy. We definitely won’t slander our 

students casually…” 

“Old man principal, are you trying to interfere in my work?” Director Liu’s expression was extremely 

ugly. 

The old principal frowned. “I advise you to understand the situation…” 

Although he felt embarrassed for a moment as he had been caught badmouthing someone, he quickly 

dismissed it. “You should be the one understanding the situation! Our discipline team works 

independently and is directly accountable to the higher-ups! Even if you’re the principal, you have no 

right to interfere with me!” 

“He doesn’t have the right but I have the right, don’t you think?” 

A cold question traveled over faintly. 

Chapter 435: Gong Jue Was Definitely The Master! 

When this cold question was asked, everyone in the room couldn’t help but tremble. 

The agitated principal immediately restrained his anger. 

Needless to say, Director Zhao and Mu Liuchuan felt an extremely cold aura pressing down on them 

such that they couldn’t breathe. 

Only Gu Qiqi was used to the man’s arrogance and recklessness. She looked back in astonishment. 

He was really here?! 

And so quickly! 

She had called him just a few seconds ago. 

Did he come here on a rocket? 

Following the man’s cold voice, the sound of leather boots hit the ground forcefully. 

Someone pulled open the door respectfully and bent down to respectfully invite him in. 

In the very next second. 

Gong Jue’s tall and imposing figure exuded an imposing aura even without being angry. He strode in and 

sat down on the master seat impolitely. 



It was as if he took it for granted that he was the absolute ruler on any occasion. 

Director Zhao watched as Gong Jue appeared domineeringly and snatched his territory. He was furious. 

Resisting the tension, he said with difficulty, “Hey, this is the discipline office. I have the final say! What 

rights do you have to… come in as you please!” 

Gong Jue looked up coolly and raised his chin, but he had no intention of answering him. 

When had Director Zhao been looked down upon like this before? 

Even the old principal had to weigh his words when he spoke to him. When he was mocked and 

provoked by him, he didn’t dare to really do anything. 

On what basis did this man come to his territory to show off? 

He didn’t agree! 

Director Zhao gnashed his teeth and said again, “Do… Do you know who I am?” 

I was sent here by the higher-ups! 

In the very next second. 

The man’s answer nearly made him fume! 

“Do I have to know who you are?” 

Gong Jue’s handsome eyebrows stood up coldly. He was filled with disdain. 

Actually, this was really the truth. 

There was really no need for him to know such a small character’s name. 

Director Zhao nearly died from anger, but the old principal had a benevolent smile on his face and 

laughed. “Hey, it’s a misunderstanding! Anyway, Young Lady Qiqi didn’t do anything wrong. I’ll represent 

the school to apologize to Young Lady Qiqi! Director Zhao, don’t cause trouble. Hurry up and apologize 

to Young Lady Qiqi too. This matter will be over like this, hahaha.” 

The first principle of the old principal was to smooth things over. 

It was fine as long as he could coax Master Jue back happily. 

How could Director Zhao be willing? 

Apologize?! 

How was he going to survive in the Empire Medical University in the future? 

Ever since the students saw him, they were like mice that had seen a cat. No matter how rebellious the 

students were, they were still afraid of the discipline office. 

Now, he was apologizing to a young girl who had just entered the school? Then, what status did he have 

in the school? 



Director Zhao gnashed his teeth and said, “Gu Qiqi violated the school rules and humiliated her 

classmate first. She should be expelled! Why should I apologize to a person who should be expelled?!” 

The old principal was speechless. Sigh, Old Zhao, this is the best I can help you. 

You can’t see the situation clearly but insist on courting death. I can’t do anything else for you. 

Upon hearing this, Gong Jue snorted coldly. “School rules? What happened? Have you violated them?” 

Gu Qiqi was still in shock. 

After a while, she realized that Gong Jue was talking to her. 

She coughed lightly and explained lightly to Gong Jue, “I saw a senior bullying a freshman. I was so angry 

that I beat him up. They kept saying that I violated the school rules, but the senior who bullied a 

freshman was fine.” 

She couldn’t be bothered to explain previously. 

But for some reason, she couldn’t help but say it when she saw Gong Jue. 

She was like a child who complained to her parents about her injustice. 

Chapter 436: Stupid Man, You’re Not Allowed to Flirt With Me 

After speaking, Gu Qiqi blushed a little. 

Seriously, she was such a troublemaker. That stupid man would definitely be unhappy, right? 

Who would have thought that Gong Jue’s reaction would not follow the script at all! 

He completely ignored the words “violated the school rules” and stared intently at Gu Qiqi’s hand. “Did 

you hit him?” 

Among the people present, the old principal, Director Zhao, and the rest didn’t know Gong Jue well. 

They thought that Gong Jue was asking about the real situation at that time. 

Only Special Assistant Lu, who was standing by the side, knew what was going on. 

Chief’s heart ached for Young Lady Qiqi’s small hand! 

How could Young Lady Qiqi be the one to torture scum? 

How tiring would it be to hit someone? 

He wanted to do it for her! 

If she wanted to hit someone, he would do it himself. 

Chief definitely thought so in his heart. 

Special Assistant Lu pursed his lips and imagined Gong Jue’s hidden meaning. 

Gu Qiqi was stunned. 



Clearly, she had thought of this as well. 

She nodded lightly and didn’t deny it. 

A faint sweetness spread from the bottom of her heart and gradually overwhelmed her entire heart. 

She heard a small voice screaming inside of her. Stupid man, why are you so handsome? 

No, no. 

She still owed him 170,000 color points. Stupid man, you’re not allowed to flirt with me! 

Seeing Gu Qiqi and Gong Jue flirting with each other and simply treating himself as air, Director Zhao 

couldn’t take it anymore and shouted. “Did you guys hear that? She personally admitted that she had 

broken the school rules. What’s wrong with me punishing her? I’m helping the Empire Military Medical 

University with the discipline! I’m upholding the rules to maintain the dignity of the university!” 

He looked like the embodiment of a righteous messenger. 

Unfortunately… 

Gong Jue’s words pierced through his heroism. 

“Isn’t it just a broken school rule? Which rule did it break? I’ll change it!” 

Once these words were out, the entire venue fell silent. 

Change… 

Change the school rules? 

Imperial Medical University was a century-old school. 

The school rules were set up by a few old generals when the school was first built. They were very strict. 

Their motive was to build an elite university with a strict management and strong academic foundation. 

Now, this man wanted to change it just like that? 

Who exactly was he? How could he be so arrogant?! 

Mu Liuchuan stood by the side. 

He was treated as transparent air and couldn’t even speak. 

At this moment, he finally found an opening. He took a deep breath and said, “Sir, our Empire Medical 

University is a century-old school. It’s impossible for us to change the school rules because of a certain 

person. If you want Qiqi to be well, it’s better to let her admit her mistake. Otherwise, if she ends up 

with disciplinary punishment and is forced to withdraw from the school, other schools won’t accept her 

in the future…” 

He kept saying that it was for Gu Qiqi’s good. 

However, Gu Qiqi only wanted to laugh coldly when she heard this! 



This kind of man didn’t differentiate between right and wrong when he encountered trouble. He only 

wanted her to retreat and compromise for the greater good. Which eye of hers was blind back then to 

think that Mu Liuchuan was a good match for her? 

He was simply a scumbag! 

She curled her fingers and couldn’t help but clench them into fists. 

She was about to go forward and reason with Mu Liuchuan. 

Gong Jue was faster than her. His voice was cold to the bone. “Principal, why is such an outsider still 

staying here? Is he still staying for the new year, hmm?” 

Mu Liuchuan choked. 

What? 

Outsider? 

He was an outstanding graduate from the Empire Medical University. He was an elite who had been 

invited back by his alma mater to do his school report. He was a new talent in the business world who 

was good at running operations… Would he be considered an outsider? 

He really couldn’t wait to show this man a certificate of an outstanding graduate, the video of the school 

report, and the Mu family’s company’s high results in the past few months. 

He had to let this man with unknown origins know how important he was. 

She also wanted this man to see clearly that only he could save Gu Qiqi! 

Chapter 437: You’re the One Who Was Fired! 

Mu Liuchuan looked at the old principal indignantly, hoping that the other party would say a few words 

for him. 

This man of unknown origins didn’t know how outstanding he was but the old principal did, right? 

Also, Director Zhao knew his outstanding performance in school very well. 

However, to his horror… 

The old principal’s expression turned cold. “That’s right! That’s right! This is an internal matter of our 

school. Outsiders, please leave quickly!” 

Mu Liuchuan was speechless. Who could predict that the old principal would turn against him? 

No, that wasn’t right. Ever since the principal entered the room, the old principal had only supported 

that man and Gu Qiqi. He had been completely ignored like air. 

He… He was indignant! 

“Principal, I’m here as Qiqi’s relative…” Mu Liuchuan still wanted to stay. 

Little did he know that once the words “relative” left his mouth… 



Gong Jue’s eyes turned extremely cold. 

The entire room felt as if it had fallen into an ice cavern because of his cold emotions. 

The old principal had a headache. 

This Young Master Mu was really insensible! 

Everyone would be in trouble if he provoked that master. 

“Leave, go quickly!” The old principal instructed the student who was recording. “Take Young Master 

Mu away as well!” 

Mu Liuchuan was pushed and chased out of the discipline room. 

Only then did the old principal feel that the air was calmer. 

The pressure that Gong Jue released also lessened a lot. 

He smiled and gathered his courage to persuade Gong Jue. “Look, Young Lady Qiqi is tired from staying 

here. She still has class in the afternoon. How about… we let Young Lady Qiqi go back to class first?” 

He was wise and cautious. He didn’t mention anything about violating the school rules, punishments, 

and any other sensitive issues. 

He wanted to avoid angering Gong Jue. 

With Gu Qiqi as the core topic, he guided Gong Jue to quickly move on. 

As long as Young Lady Qiqi returned to class smoothly, this big mistake today would be solved. Everyone 

would be happy. 

But… 

Director Zhao still didn’t give up. “It’s up to me as the Head to decide whether to let Gu Qiqi go or not! 

Principal, why are you being such a good person?” 

The old principal was speechless. Treating his kindness as evil?! Pfft, I can’t help you anymore. You can 

only pray for luck, young man! 

Indeed. 

Gong Jue snorted coldly. “Special Assistant Lu, let him see who has the final say!” 

“Yes!” 

Special Assistant Lu stepped forward and turned the phone to speaker mode. 

It showed that he had a call and was in the middle of it. 

Director Zhao was still saying in disdain, “It’s useless no matter who you look for to owe a favor. Since 

I’ve been appointed by the higher-ups to be the director of the discipline office, I’m dedicated to my job 

and will perform my duties responsibly! I won’t let off any students who deserve to be punished!” 

He was talking non-stop with a righteous look on his face. 



A series of roars could be heard over the phone. “Zhao, are you tired of living? You actually caused me 

such a big mess. I’ve already sent someone to take over your position. From now on, you’re fired! Get 

lost! Get out of the Empire Medical University immediately!” 

F… Fired? 

Director Zhao’s expression changed abruptly. He couldn’t believe it. 

However, the voice that came from the other end of the call was indeed his superior. 

It was the Head of the Science and Technology Department. 

He was the direct superior who had appointed him to become the Head of the Disciplinary office at the 

Imperial Medical University! 

So, the reality was that he didn’t succeed in expelling Gu Qiqi, but in the end, he was fired himself? 

Did his superior make a mistake? 

“I… I’m only punishing students according to the rules…” 

He tried to explain. 

The other party didn’t give him a chance to explain at all. “You still dare to talk back in front of Master 

Jue? Master Jue has already caught you red-handed for abusing the school rules. Why are you still 

quibbling? Hurry up and get lost! Do you think being fired is too little as punishment?” 

Chapter 438: Woman, Come Here! 

 

Director Zhao shivered. 

What? 

Master Jue? 

He suddenly came to a realization. 

He couldn’t believe it, and couldn’t help but confirm it. He tried to look at the man on the master seat. 

This glance. 

He couldn’t help but quiver! 

The murderous decisiveness and coldness that came from that man couldn’t be possessed by an 

ordinary person. 

No wonder he was suppressed by that man’s aura just now. 

It turned out that he was Master Jue! 

The legendary King of Hell! 



It was laughable that when Master Jue entered the house, he even overestimated himself and said, “Do 

you know who I am?” 

Back then, Master Jue’s answer of “Do I need to know who you are?” was really a truth! 

It was already a blessing of several lifetimes for a small fry like him to meet the high and mighty Master 

Jue. 

He actually dared to question Master Jue? 

He even dared to touch the person that Master Jue was protecting? 

At this moment, Director Zhao couldn’t wait to turn back time so that he wouldn’t provoke Gu Qiqi no 

matter what. 

Unfortunately, it was already too late. 

Special Assistant Lu put away his phone and ordered coldly, “Get lost!” 

Director Zhao’s legs went soft. He bent down and kowtowed on the ground. “Master Jue, I have eyes 

but can’t recognize a formidable person. I was deceived and wronged Classmate Qiqi. I’ll do anything for 

her in the future to forgive her. Master Jue, please let me off…” 

Special Assistant Lu frowned. “You’re not fit to be an ox or a horse. Get lost!” 

The old principal secretly smacked his lips. Young man, I’ve already reminded you. Sigh, you insist on 

courting death. 

Special Assistant Lu couldn’t be bothered to continue talking nonsense. He grabbed the collar on the 

back of Chief Zhao’s neck and pulled him out the door. 

In the room. 

Only Gong Jue, Gu Qiqi, and the old principal were left. 

For a moment, it was so quiet that it was a little awkward. 

The old principal coughed twice. “About that, I still have something on. You guys can talk. You can talk 

slowly.” 

He slipped away. 

Finally. 

Only Gong Jue and Gu Qiqi were left in the room. 

“Come here.” 

The man sat on the master seat coolly and patted his thigh. 

== 

Pharmaceutical Academy. 

As soon as it was office hours. 



The elusive Dean Chu Fengyang was the first to patrol the office. 

“Ahem. What are you all busy with?” 

“Reporting to Dean Feng, we’re preparing for this year’s special admission exam.” 

“Bring me the registration forms!” 

“Okay, Director Feng! Uh… I’ve already handed the original to the principal. I have a copy here.” 

The female teacher handed over a stack of registration forms. 

Although the pharmaceutical school had declined and was no longer as glorious as before… 

However, because the standard of the Special Admission Test in the pharmacy had always been high, if 

one could pass this exam, one could have a chance to be assigned to a great professor. 

The passing rate was abnormally low! 

Exams were also abnormally difficult! 

Thus, many students from other schools who looked down on the pharmaceutical school would also be 

eager to try. 

She wanted to prove her strength through this exam. 

There were quite a few people who signed up. 

There were about thirty to forty of them. 

Fengyang Chu flipped through that stack of registration forms and frowned. “Did you miss something?” 

The female teacher rubbed her chin. “No… They’re all here. There are 39 people in total. I rushed to the 

principal’s office in the afternoon to prepare a list of names.” 

Fengyang Chu looked at it again. 

He thought to himself, Why isn’t there that cunning girl? 

He clearly saw that girl coming over in the afternoon to sign up. 

Could it be… 

He suddenly remembered that back then, he had seen that girl taking revenge for the new students in 

the pharmaceutical school. Due to the delay, the teacher had already gotten off work. 

It turned out that she wasn’t there in time to register! 

Chapter 439: Unexpected Eavesdropping News 

Fengyang Chu frowned even more tightly. “Why did you hand the registration form to the principal’s 

office so early? What if there are students who haven’t had the time to register? Why are you in a hurry 

to eat lunch in the afternoon? Can’t you wait for the students in the office? What’s so important about a 

meal? Besides, why didn’t you show me the name list before handing it over?!” 



The female teacher was scolded fiercely. 

Feeling aggrieved, she said, “Director Feng, you didn’t even look at it in the past years. Didn’t you say 

that it was casual?” 

Because in the past few years, they hadn’t been able to recruit a satisfactory student for any exam. 

Even those with high scores were criticized by Dean Feng as having high scores and low energy. They 

were worthless. 

Thus, this special admission exam was gradually regarded as useless by Feng Yangchu. 

No student could satisfy him! 

They were all bookworms who only knew how to take exams! 

What was the use of it? 

He had stopped caring about the entrance exam for a few years. 

The teachers were all following the prescribed order and conducting the exam according to the 

traditional rules. They were just going through the motions. 

After Fengyang Chu lost his temper, his beard twitched. He knew that it was useless to be angry with the 

teacher who was working. 

If the principal’s office had already printed the examination notice and arranged the examination 

number, and all the names had been announced, it would be too late! 

Because adding exam candidates halfway through would let everyone know that that exam candidate 

entered through the back door! 

He hated using connections the most. 

Why would he let that little girl become an outcast that everyone gossiped about and despised? 

After thinking for a while, he threw down the registration form. 

“I’ll go to the principal’s office myself.” 

He had to register for that girl before the name list was officially announced! 

He rushed to the principal’s office in a hurry. 

Eh? 

The principal wasn’t around? 

Fengyang Chu sat on the principal’s office chair and casually flipped through the stack of formal 

registration forms in the pharmaceutical school. 

Before he could finish flipping through it… 

He heard a series of footsteps from the corridor outside the door. It sounded like two students were 

discussing something. 



One of them said, “Didn’t you go to the discipline room to record it?” 

Another sighed. “I was chased out halfway through!” 

“What happened?” 

“That Gu Qiqi. I didn’t notice that she had some backing! I thought she was a poor girl from the 

countryside!” 

“What background?” 

“…A super handsome man with an awe-inspiring voice! No one dares to disobey him. Anyway, he’s a 

super awesome big boss… Even the principal is afraid…” 

“Wow, is it her father?” 

“Of course not. How could he be her father at that age? Also, I heard from Gu Xuexue and the rest that 

Gu Qiqi’s father was in jail. Furthermore, she was booked by a man in high school! She didn’t rely on her 

strength to get into our Empire Military Medical University at all!” 

“Ah, she did such a thing at such a young age. Tsk tsk…” 

“How else would she have the ability to persuade the principal to—” 

Fengyang Chu listened in the room. The more he listened, the worse his expression became. 

Gu Qiqi’s upbringing was that terrible? 

An imprisoned father? 

She was even booked by a man in high school? 

Why did she ask the principal to help her? To help her sign up through the back door? 

But… 

Those two students stopped talking at the critical moment. 

“Hello, principal!” 

“Principal, you’re back!” 

It turned out that the principal had just returned from the discipline office. As he had solved the 

problem of Gu Qiqi being framed, that master was happy and he was also in a good mood. 

Thus, when he saw the two students loitering at the door, he wasn’t angry either. Instead, he smiled and 

said, “Yes!” 

He pushed open the door. 

He saw Fengyang Chu sitting in front of his desk. 

He was even happier. 

“Hey, Brother Chu… What a rare guest.” 



It was rare for Fengyang Chu to appear. The principal was quite surprised. 

Fengyang Chu’s face darkened. His gaze landed on the piece of paper that the principal was holding in 

his hand. 

The more he looked at it, the more it looked like a registration form! 

Chapter 440: 17 More Kisses! 

 

Registration form! 

Whose application form was that in the principal’s hand? Was it an application for the pharmaceutical 

school? 

Fengyang Chu’s eyes darkened and anger rose faintly. 

It seemed that this matter wasn’t far from the truth. 

That girl Gu Qiqi actually let the man who booked her plead for her in order to enter the pharmacy? 

He really didn’t like this kind of corrupting behavior! 

But on second thought, that girl was indeed talented… 

On second thought, that girl left without saying goodbye when they first met. She didn’t have any 

credibility. 

Now, life was chaotic and her morals were worrying. 

It was too risky to teach such a girl his lifetime’s ultimate arts! 

Fengyang Chu struggled in his heart. 

In the end. 

He still snorted coldly. “You’re not allowed to change the number of people who signed up for our 

pharmaceutical school! You’re the only one who’s going to question an extra person! Don’t even think 

about forcing me to accept these random people!” 

After speaking, he left in a huff. 

He had come in high spirits, but he didn’t expect to return in disappointment. 

Sigh, he could only blame himself for seeing the wrong person! 

That girl’s character was very complicated! 

What he saw that day might just be what he looked like… 

After Fengyang Chu left. 

The principal was stunned on the spot. 



What was going on? 

What was going on?! 

“Hey, hey, hey. Brother Chu, when did I say that I was going to interfere with your students? 

Furthermore, even if I did, it’s useless. You guys have not recruited good seedlings for a few years 

already… Also, no one’s willing to go to the pharmaceutical school now… Everyone who comes to plead 

for leniency is begging to enter a clinical medicine school, okay? At the very least, they’re going to the 

forensic science school… Who would beg to go to the pharmacy and veterinary medicine school? 

Seriously… How ridiculous!” 

The principal curled his lips. 

He unfolded the piece of paper in his hand. 

That was the letter of dismissal for Chief Zhao. 

He put the dismissal document into the file. 

He casually picked up a stack of registration forms on the table. “Tsk. I didn’t expect that there would be 

a few people who signed up… Eh? That girl is inside too? Interesting…” 

The principal glanced at Gu Qiqi’s name on the registration form and smiled. 

Gong Jue spent a lot of effort to get Gu Qiqi to return to the clinical medicine school. 

He didn’t expect that this girl would sign up for the Special Enrollment Test in the pharmacy herself! 

She had backbone! 

If it were him, he wouldn’t return to that lousy place with Shen Ping either. 

Fengyang Chu was indeed more capable… 

== 

At this moment. 

In the discipline room. 

Gu Qiqi still didn’t know that her fate was already in turmoil. 

She stood in the room and listened to Gong Jue, who was sitting on the master seat. He called out to her 

in a hoarse voice, “Come here.” 

She pursed her lips and thought for a moment. 

She still went over obediently. 

That stupid man had supported her just now and helped her out. If she kicked him to the curb after he 

outlived his usefulness, wouldn’t that be a little ungrateful? 

Yes, she did it to thank him! 



It definitely wasn’t because her throat felt dry when she saw his abstruse and sexy look. For some 

reason, an impure thought arose in her heart! 

Unfortunately… 

The little dirty turtle was already shouting excitedly, “Master Silver, you can do it! There are still 17 

kisses left. Then, we can repay the energy points that we owe!” 

Gu Qiqi was speechless. 

Could she change to the normal way to beat people up and gain Hatred Points to earn energy points? 

“Stupid woman…” 

How would Gong Jue give her time to think? 

Before she could approach, he had already leaned over slightly and scooped her small body over with 

his long arm. He placed her on his lap! 

Gu Qiqi was so nervous! 

This discipline room was an enclosed space. In order to create a serious atmosphere, the curtains were 

drawn. There was only a white lamp. Even in the day, it looked a little like night. 

But even under the lights, this man still looked handsome. 

His resolute face was cold and sexy. 

Her pair of deep eyes reflected a resplendent sea of stars. It was very attractive! 


